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Abstract-A precisely regulated multiple output forward
converter topology is presented in this paper. In this topology,
each output voltage is directly and independently regulated by
its own feedback control circuit that controls the appropriate
synchronous rectifiers in the pertinent output stage, while the
main switch is feedforward controlled. Thus, there is no cross
regulation between the outputs, and design of each output
becomes straightforward. Steady state analysis is performed to
understand the topology and to provide design guidance. A
prototype circuit with two outputs is built, and experiment are
carried out on this prototype and the results verify the concepts
and design.

In recent years, other post regulation techmques are
developed for multiple output forward converter topologies
[2-51. But they are rather complicated in analysis, and
difficult to design, owing to the complexity arising from
cross regulation. Furthermore, precise regulation in each
slave output is hardly obtainable owing to exacting matching
and coupling of the magnetics. In some multiple output
converters, the precise regulation is acheved by using a
second stage buck converter in each output [6-71. This
sacrifices the overall efficiency, erases the natural simplicity
of the forward topology, and increases the cost. The feedback
loop from the output to input brings other problems, such as
less reliable isolation between the input and output,
narrowing the closed loop bandwidth due to the use of optocoupler, and so on.
This paper presents a precisely regulated multiple output
forward converter topology. The major features of the
proposed topology include:
(i) feedforward control of the main switch, thereby enabling
instant response in regulation of the output voltages
against the input voltage variations,
(ii) independent feedback control of each output voltage,
hence realizing precise regulation of each output
voltage,
(iii) voltage decoupling among the outputs, therefore
eliminating cross regulation;
(iv) no need of the feedback loop crossing the isolation
boundary between the input and output, thereby
permitting complete and reliable isolation.
Steady state analysis is performed to understand the
topology. Based on the analysis, a design procedure is
generated. A prototype circuit is built having two outputs,
5.0V 30Wand 2.0V 40W. The input voltage varies between
35V and 75V dc, and the switching frequency is at 200 kHz.
Experiments are carried out on this prototype and the results
verify the concepts and design.

I. INTRODUCTION
The forward converter topology has long been used in
designing the distributed power supplies in telecommunication and computer systems, because of its
capability to provide low ripple output voltage and high
output current. However, in these systems, many electronic
loads now require more than one supply voltage to power
different devices on the same board, and the required supply
voltages are becoming lower and lower. As the noise margin
of the logic level under low supply voltage becomes smaller,
tight regulation in each supply voltage must be guaranteed.
The conventional forward topology is no longer suitable to
fulfill the task in these applications.
The major problems here with the conventional multiple
output forward topology are the poor regulation against load
in the slave outputs, and the cross regulation between
different outputs. To avoid such problems, a general practice
is to use several single output converters, each providing a
specific, well regulated supply voltage. Nevertheless it is
bulky and costly, and this forces some designers to turn to
the flyback topology. But the flyback is less preferable due to
high ripples in the output voltage, large current stress on the
switches, and also due to the difficulties in employing selfdriven synchronous rectifiers.
To improve the multiple output regulation, the magnetic
amplifier is usually used in each slave output stage to obtain
post regulation [ 11. Unfortunately, the magnetic amplifier can
not be employed together with the synchronous rectifier,
thus, it is not a solution to advanced applications where the
required supply voltage can be as low as about 1.0 V and
hence the synchronous rectifiers in the output stages are
essentially needed.
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11. CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
Fig. 1 shows the proposed multiple output forward
converter topology. The topology consists of the following
functional blocks: (i) a power transformer, (ii) a main switch
MOSFET, (iii) a feedforward control circuit controlling the
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main switch Smoin,
and (iv) multiple output sub-circuits on the
secondary side of the power transformer.
All the output sub-circuits have identical structures. For
the ghoutput, where k is any of the outputs, it consists of the
following functional blocks: (i) a secondary order output
filter comprised of Lok and Cok, (ii) two synchronous rectifier
(SR) MOSFET switches, SRkl and SRk2,(iii) a small voltage
decoupling inductor Lsk, and (iv) a feedback control circuit
producing PWM for the bottom SR, namely sRk2.

transformer
Power

lky?

Fig. 1 The proposed precisely regulated multiple output forward converter
topology.

111.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE AND STEADY STATE ANALYSIS

Fig. 2 shows key waveforms of the steady state operation
of a two output converter of the proposed topology in Fig. 1.
It can easily be extended to more outputs operation.
The main switch is feedforward controlled, and its gating
signal is exclusively determined by the input voltage. During
operation, the main switch has only two states, ON and OFF.
However, every output circuit goes through five basic
intervals in each switching frequency. The first three
intervals happen during Smuinis ON, and the rest two during
Smuin
is OFF.
The following assumptions are made to perform the steady
state analysis for the khoutput:
(i) The input and output dc voltage is at constant values, Vd
and vok, respectively,
(ii) The load draws constant output current, lek,
(iii) The switching frequency isfs.
(iv) The output inductors are in continuing conduction mode,
(v) The components have linear properties,
(vi) The leakage inductance of T, is ignored,
(vii)Each pair Lok and c o k make an ideal output filter.
The analysis will be made on the phoutput circuit.

A . Main Switch ON
As soon as Smuinis ON, the top SR MOSFET in each
output circuit is also turned on, as it is driven by the
corresponding transformer winding. Thus, the duty ratio of
the top SR in each output is D. While Smuinis ON, each
output circuit undergoes the following three intervals.

Gating of
the main sw.

of the main
SW.

I ) Interval 1
At the beginning of this interval, SRkl is turned on, and
SRk2 is OFF. Due to the series voltage decoupling inductor
Lsk, the current isk that flows through SRkl can only rise
gradually from zero.
As the current through the output inductor is nearly
constant, the body diode of SRk2 is forced to conduct when isk
is rising. Then, Lsk will see a constant voltage that is the
induced secondary voltage on the related winding. Therefore,
isk is governed by

Gating of

N s k ‘d
is, ( t )= 0-4)
N p Lsk

This interval completes when isk reaches the value of the
current flowing through Lek, which is approximately the I(h
output current I&. Thus, the duration of this interval as a
fraction of a switching period is determined by

D

Time

Fig. 2 Key waveforms of a two output converter of the proposed topology.
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2) Interval 2
At the beginning of this interval, isk reaches
the body
diode SRk2 becomes reverse biased, the total output inductor
current now flows through SRkl, and the power is transferred
from the input to the load as in a conventional forward
converter.
T h s interval terminates when SRk2 is turned on at some
time near the end of the ON period of the feedforward
controlled SRkl,in order to regulate the output voltage.
The duration of this interval is determined by (D-Alk-dk),
where dk is the duration of the next interval, the mutual
conduction period of both SRs.

3) Interval 3 (t3 to t4)
Commanded by the feedback control circuit to regulate the
output voltage, SRk2 will turn on at some time near the end of
the ON period of SRkl, say at a time ahead of the end of D by
dk.The mutual conduction of both SRs makes a short circuit,
and this reduces the effective duty ratio of the top SR.
Particularly, for Output #1, the effective duty ratio reduction
is d,, and for Output #2 it is d2. Thus, the effective duty ratio
for the Ph output is:
(3)
where D is the duty ratio of the main switch commanded by
the feedforward control circuit.
In spite of this short circuit, the voltage cross the winding
of the power transformer T, does not collapse thanks to the
decoupling inductor Lsk-it
simply decouples this short
circuit state from the pertinent winding, eliminating the cross
regulation between different outputs. Because Lsk now sees
the total voltage of the pertinent secondary voltage, the
current through the inductor as well as the pertinent winding
will rise linearly, as given by
Nsk

'd

iSk(t)= - - ( t - Np

Lsk

D-dk
)+'ok

(4)

fs

where is the load power of the gh output.
At the end of this interval, iSkreaches a peak value given by

instantaneously, and the body diode of the top SR (SRkl) is
forced to conduct the residual current in Lsk. This causes Lsk
sees a negative voltage induced on its pertinent winding, and
the current through Lsk start to decrease linearly.
Assume the resetting winding of Tr has the same number
of turns as does the primary winding, then the current
through Lsk is governed by

This interval finishes when the residual current drops to
zero, and the duration of this interval can be easily found to
be Alk =(&+dk).

2) Interval 5
This is the last interval of one switching cycle. During this
interval, the bottom SR is in freewheeling of the output
inductor current, the same as in a conventional forward
converter. Obviously, the duration of this interval is (1-DA I'dk)
C.

Characteristics of the Steady States Operation

Each output circuit can be represented by the Thevenin
equivalent circuit. Thus, the output voltage is determined by

where vk and Rsk are the Thevenin equivalent source voltage
and resistance, respectively, of the the gh output circuit, and

lV
P

where k = 1 , 2, ...n.
From (7) and (8), it is seen that, if the feedforward control
circuit is programmed properly to generate required D , the
output voltage can be regulated at reduced load by
modulating dk,or the overlap interval of the pair of SRs.
Solving from (2), (7) and (8), it is found that,
d k -- D - - -N p o'
N s k 'd

B. Main Switch OFF

I ) Interval 4
When Smllin
is turned off by the feedforward control circuit,
the voltage polarity of each windings of the power
transformer reverses. Thus, the top SR in each output circuit
is also turned off.
However, the current in L s k can not stop flowing

(7)

vok = 'k - Rskrok

Np

( f s Ls

+ Rsk
'ok

(9)

N s k 'd

As seen from ( 5 ) , the peak current in the circuit increases
with dk, or the short circuit interval, and so do the conduction
losses. In order to limit the conduction losses, it is expected
that dk shall be as small as possible.
As seen from (9), for a given input voltage or D , the
maximum dk results from no load conditions, while the
minimum dk takes place at full load conditions. as the load
current Iok decreases. Thus, to minimize the conduction
losses, the optimal design is to set dk to be zero at fill load.
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Equation (9) also shows that, at reduced load, the short
circuit interval dk increases with the equivalent source
resistance. Thus, to limit this short circuit interval, use low
RDs(,,, switches for S,,,,,, and SRs, optimize the magnetics
and the circuit layout.
Fig. 3 shows the effective duty ratio reduction by the short
circuit interval as functions of different parameters in the 5V
30W output circuit of the prototype converter.
On the other hand, the rms current through a component is
determined by

dk
-

D

Duty ratio
reduction (%)

where i is the instant current through the component.
By investigating the current in each interval, the rms
current can be obtained. Fig summarizes the properties of the
rms current in both top and bottom SRs as functions of the
load current Iok, equivalent source resistance Rsk, and the
decoupling inductor Lsk, in the 2V 40W output circuit of the
prototype converter.
All these curves show that, when the circuit is designed
properly, the short circuit interval can be limited, and
independent regulation can be achieved, and excessive rms
current or conduction losses cane be prevented fiom
occurring.
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Fig. 3 The effective duty ratio reduction by mutual conduction of the pair
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equivalent source resistance in the 5V output of the prototype circuit.
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of the power transformer in each switching cycle. However,
the maximum D shall not be too small, or higher output filter
may be required to meet the application specifications on
ripples. 0.41to 0.45 are good values for the maximum D at the
lowest input voltage.
RMS
current (A)

The decoupling inductor (pH)
c. h 4 S currents both SRs vs. the decoupling inductor L,k in the 2V 40W
output circuit under open circuit conditions. I,.&A, Vc50V,f,=200kHz.

All these switches should have the least R,,,,,
as seen in
Fig. 4. They must also meet the rating requirement.
The rms current at full load condition is almost the same as
in the conventional forward circuit, but at reduced load, short
circuit by the SRs seems increasing the peak current.
However, by consulting Fig. 4, the rms current at reduced
load can be kept lower than the rms current at full load, if the
circuit is designed properly.
In short, selection of the main and SR switches can follow
the conventional design procedure.

30
27

Selection of the magnetizing inductance of the power
transformer can follow the conventional design procedure, as
the operating of the proposed converter topology does not
change the way the forward transformer operates.
In selecting the turns ratio, it is determined by
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d. RMS currents both SRs vs. the equivalent resistance &k in the 2V 40W
output circuit under open circuit conditions. I,,&& Vc50V,f,=200kHz.
Fig. 4 The rms current through the 2V output circuit of the prototype circuit
as functions of the load condition, decoupling inductor, and Thevenin
equivalent source resistance.

It is noticed from (2) that, even if d k is zero under full load,
a reduction of effective duty ratio by L s k still exists, i.e. Ak,,
and this reduction increases with L s k . A higher duty ratio
reduction should be avoided, otherwise a larger output
inductor must be employed to limit the ripples in the output.
On the other hand, as seen from Fig. 4, L s k should not be
too small, or excessive rms current and hence excessive
conduction losses would be resulted.
Therefore, tradeoff must be made in selecting L s k . In the
prototype converter, Akl is set to 0.05 to 0.1. Thus,

IV. DESIGN
PROCEDURE

N s k ‘d
Lsk =

Based on the analysis, the design procedure can be readily
generated. Following are the selection criteria of each key
component. The curves in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 should be
consulted to refine the selection of each component.
A. D

The maximum D at the lowest input voltage should be
limited below 0.5, if the reset winding has the same turns as
does the primary winding, so as to guarantee successful reset

p fs ‘ok

It is important to point out that, L s k must be prevented from
saturation under the worst case conditions, otherwise, it loses
the voltage decoupling function, and then failure of whole
circuit happens.
The output filter can also’follow the conventional design.
Techniques in [8-10] can be used to achieve soft switching of
the main switch and self reset of the power transformer, to
further improve the converter’s performance.
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E. An design example
The principal parameters of the prototype converter are
shown in Table I.
Table I Principal parameters of the prototype converter
vd

I

35-75Vdc
200 kHz

I

NdNsi

2.0 v
20 A
0.45

V.
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EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

Experiments are camed out on the prototype circuit to
verify the concepts of the proposed converter. During the test
the circuit can only output 12 A at the 2V output and 3A at
the 5V output. Full load current is not obtainable in this
breadboard prototype due the higher voltage drops along the
current path, and also due to the improperly designed power
transformer turns ratio, otherwise the regulation is lost. This
problem can be overcome by using a hlgher turns ratio in the
power transformer in the future work.

b. The output voltage vs. load step up. Timing-O.lms/div. V ~ 5 5 v
Fig. 6 The precise and independent regulation of each output voltage
against input and load variation.
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a. The current through the top SR of the 2V output at full load (12A)

a. The gating of the SRs at full load for the 2 V output. 1,=12 A.
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a. The gating of the SRs at no load for the 2 V output. I,=O A.

b. The current through the top SR of the 2V output at no load (OA)

Fig. 5 The gating of the SRs under different load conditions for the 2V
output. Vd=55V, f,=200kHz. Scales: timimg-lusldiv.; voltage10Vldiv.; current-l0Ndiv. Traces:l-load current; 2-gating of the
bottom SR,3-gating of the top SR

Fig. 7 The current flowing through the top SR current at different load
conditions for the 2 V output. Vc55V, f,=SOOkHz.. Scales: timimglpddiv.; voltge-lOV/div; current-10Ndiv. Traces:l-top SR current;
2-gating of the bottom S R 3-gating of the top SR .
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Fig. 5 shows gating patterns for the SRs in the 2V output
vs. the load conditions under given input voltage. It is seen
that the mutual conduction interval increases as the load
decreases from full load to open circuit (no load). This
c o n f m with the analysis in the last section and proves the
design.
Fig. 6 shows the independent and precise regulation in the
two outputs against variations in the input and loads,
experimentally verifying the concepts of the proposed
converter topology. It is seen in Fig. 6a that, due to the
instant response of feedforward control circuit, the output is
immunized of disturbance under input voltage variations. In
Fig. 6b, it is clear seen that, a large step change in one output
does not affect the other output voltage. The details of the
dynamic properties of the topology are given in [I I].
Fig. 7 shows the current through the top SR in the 2V
output circuit vs. load conditions under given input voltage.
It is seen that, although the mutual conduction .interval is
increased at no load, the peak current does not go excessive.
Moreover, the rms current is seemingly lower at no load than
that at full load conditions. It is also seen that even at open
circuit, although the mutual conduction interval of both SRs
is at the maximum.
Fig. 8 shows the drain current of the main switch under
different load conditions. It is seen that, at no load at all,
although the mutual conduction interval of all pair SRs is at
the maximum, the main switch does not suffer from
excessive rms current. This attributes to the decoupling
inductors that simply limit the short circuit current caused by
the mutual conduction of the SRs through each output
circuit.

a. Current through the main switch under full load

b. Current through the main switch under no load conditions
(both outputs open circuit).
Fig. 8 Main switch current under different load conditions. Traces: I-gating
of S,,,,,,; 2-drain current of
V&5V Scale: timing-lp/div;
current-2A/div.;voltage-lOV./div.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed topology enables precise and independent
regulation of multiple outputs. The feedforward control of
the main switch allows instance response in regulation
against input voltage variations. Each output circuit has an
independent feedback control circuit that regulates the output
voltage by controlling the synchronous rectifiers. The
decoupling inductor between the power transformer and each
output circuit eliminates cross regulation between the
outputs. Analysis of the proposed topology reveals its
characteristics and properties, and a design procedure is
generated. By proper design, the circuit will not suffer from
excessive rms current and hence conduction losses. The
concepts and design are verified experimentally.
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